2020-21

Dance Class

Location: First Christian Church 1809 El Paseo Rd.
Phone: 575-525-2909 email: lcmad@comcast.net

Tuition/Registration
Registration Opens NOON 7/19
No more than 6 dancers per LIVE class

Dance Class:
Twinkle Babies
Twinkle Stars
Show Stars

Annual Price for
dance classes in
2019-20:
$440 for 32 weeks
$480 for 32 weeks
$520 for 32 weeks

Annual Price for
ZOOM dance
classes in 2020-21:

Annual Price for
IN-STUDIO dance
classes in 2020-21:

$495 for 36 weeks

$540 for 36 weeks

(price per class is same as
last year)

(price per class for LIVE
classes has increased)

$540 for 36 weeks

$585 for 36 weeks

(price per class is same as
last year)

(price per class for LIVE
classes has increased)

$585 for 36 weeks
(price per class is same as
last year)

$630 for 36 weeks

(price per class for LIVE
classes has increased)

Divided into 10
equal payments as
usual:
Zoom: $49.50
In-studio: $54
Zoom: $54
In-studio: $58.50
Zoom: $58.50
In-studio: $63

July Special* for dancers registering for two classes:
Discounts for one dancer taking two or more classes a week:
*Half-off registration fee/dance kit, PLUS:
*40% off second or third class on Zoom, OR
*10% off second or third class In-Studio
*Special ends July 31. Dancer must be enrolled for the entire school year to receive 50% off registration/dance kit. $25 will be
added to account if second class is dropped.

# of classes
1 class
2 classes
3 classes

Twinkle
Babies
Zoom: $49.50
In-studio: $54
Zoom: $79.20
+Hybrid: $86.40
In-Studio: $102.60
Zoom: 110
+Hybrid: $118.80
In-Studio: $151.20

Twinkle
Stars
Zoom: $54
In-studio: $58.50
Zoom: $86.40
+Hybrid: $93.60
In-Studio: $111.15
Zoom: $118.80
+Hybrid: $128.70
In-Studio: $163.80

Show
Stars
Zoom: $58.50
In-studio: $63
Zoom: $93.60
+Hybrid: $100.80
In-Studio: $119.70
Zoom: $128.70
+Hybrid: $138.60
In-Studio: $176.4

+One In-studio and other(s) on Zoom BEST VALUE

We have created special AT-Home and IN-Class kits so that everyone
has the same props for class!! Included in registration fee (50% off when
taking a second class.)

Twinkle Star Kit:

Show Stars POP Kit:

Also
comes
in lilac

